Citing an Image from a Book
Under Sources, Click + Create new citation
Select Print or in-hand.
Select Book
Click Continue.
Use pull-down menu to select Work of Visual Art
Citation has 2 Containers:

- Photo or Image
- Book
Photo or Image
Look for image credit. If no artist is credited, leave blank.

Fig. 7.1: Painting was the favorite form of ancient Greek art, but little has survived. This picture painted in vivid colors on wood shows the preparations, including playing music, for the sacrifice of a sheep to a divinity. Gianni Dagli Orti / The Art Archive at Art Resource, NY.
Type of Image

Select the proper format from the pull-down menu

Fig. 7.1: Painting was the favorite form of ancient Greek art, but little has survived. This picture painted with vivid colors on wood shows the preparations, including playing music, for the sacrifice of a sheep to a divinity. Gianni Dagli Orti / The Art Archive at Art Resource, NY.
Insert title of image
If untitled, check List of Illustrations

List of Illustrations

Figures

1.1 Painting of preparations for an animal sacrifice 162
1.2 Temple of Apollo at Corinthis 105
1.3 Vase painting of a wedding procession 117
1.4 Vase painting of warriors 125
1.5 Vase painting of the Panathenaic temple on the Acropolis at Athens 152
1.6 Vase painting of a goddess 156
1.7 Vase painting of preparations for an animal sacrifice 162
1.8 Vase painting of warriors 125
1.9 Vase painting of a symposium, including a hetaera 177
1.10 Vase painting of a cuirass 179
1.11 Vase painting of a comic mask 180
Insert Copyright or Creation Date
If unknown, leave blank.
Insert Page(s) the artwork appears on in the book.
BOOK CONTAINER

Book

Contributors:
- Role
- First name
- Middle name
- Last name or group
- Suffix

* Title of book or multivolume work:
Citing a reprint in an anthology?

Title of volume in multivolume set (if individually titled):
- Volume:
- Total # volumes:

Publisher:
Year:
Publication city (if needed):
Edition:
Series name:
Series number:

Special cases:
- A scholarly edition
- A republished book

Annotation

Created with 480 x 640 px. This image should be printed at 300 dpi and be in the correct proportion to print correctly.
Select Role
Enter Name(s)

Contributors

Ancient Greece
From Prehistoric to Hellenistic Times

Thomas R. Martin
Title of Book or Multivolume Work

Enter Title

Ancient Greece

From Prehistoric to Hellenistic Times

THOMAS R. MARTIN

Yale University Press
New Haven and London
Enter **Volume Title** and **Number**

If none, leave blank.
Enter Publisher and most recent copyright year.
No publication city is needed.
Click Submit